
Name: Damari 
Race: Thal
Sex: Female
Profession: Space Pilot

Attributes:
STR Level IV CHA Level IV
END Level IV MNT Level V
DEX Level VI ITN Level IV

Special Ability:
Luck – Level V

Combat Statistics:
AP: 11
Armed Combat,

Disruptor Pistol Level V
Vibro-Blade Level IV

Unarmed Combat,
Thal Martial Arts Level IV

Significant Skills Level:
Environmental Suit Operations VI
Gambling VI
Physical Sciences,

Computer Science IV
Security Procedures,

Lockpicking III
Stealth IV

Space Sciences,
Astronomy V
Navigation V

Sports,
Zero-G Handball V

Streetwise IV
Technology,

Astronautics V
Electronics IV

Trivia,
Thal Space Guild V

Vehicle Operation,
Aircraft V
Ground Vehicles V
Spacecraft VII

Verbal Interaction,
Negotiation/Diplomacy IV

Wilderness Survival, 
Cool Temperate IV
Warm Temperate IV

Appearance:
Height: Average
Build: Slim
Looks: Attractive
Apparent Age: Mature Adult
Actual Age: 25
 Recognition Handle: Short blond hair with long bangs, brown eyes; athletic, curvaceous body.

Distinguishing Physical Characteristics:



Damari has an athletic, curvaceous body. She works out often to maintain her physique – you never 
know when you'll have to scramble for a life pod or do operations in a zero-g environment. She has short hair, as 
per Thal Space Guild regulations, but she maintains long bangs as her way of exerting her own stamp on the 
otherwise bland regulations. 

Brief Personal History:

Birthplace: Ceraph 6, Thal Space Colony, AD 2527.

Damari was born on the Thal space colony world of Ceraph 6. Her father was a space freighter pilot and 
her mother worked in the colony's Hall of Records. Even at an early age, all she wanted to do was learn to fly so 
she could be like her father. 

At the age of twelve, her father was killed when his freighter was attacked by a Dalek saucer. Damari 
vowed she would take the fight to the Daleks one day. Her mother didn't approve of her daughter's newly found 
aggressiveness and tried to get her to channel her energies into something more constructive. This was when 
Damari took up Zero-G Handball. Damari never forgot her dream to fly and she used her Zero-G Handball 
training to help prepare her for working in space.

At the age of eighteen, she joined the Thal Space Guild. After a year's training, she graduated with full 
honours. Damari had many options open to her so she chose combat training and became an Interceptor fighter-
pilot. She distinguished herself with her skill and luck. Her flight commander warned her to not trust her luck 
because one day, it will run out (but he knew she had talent to back her up should her luck ever run out).

Damari spent five years as a fighter-pilot and fought against many hostile opponents, ranging from 
space pirates to Chelonians to Sontarans. She quickly acquired the 'Ace' pilot designation and was soon 
responsible for a handful of pilots in her own wing formation. Her last official engagement was against the 
enemies of her childhood – the Daleks! Dalek hoverbouts in the Oschetai System were attacking Thal space 
freighters. Her wing formation was dispatched and they had destroyed three of the four Dalek hoverbouts when 
suddenly a Dalek saucer warped into the battle and blasted her wing formation into atoms. Her own interceptor 
was hit and she managed to make a crash landing on a nearby drifting asteroid.

Safely secured in her environmental suit, Damari was able to escape the wreckage and hide on the 
asteroid before additional Dalek hoverbouts came to make sure her ship was completely destroyed. Damari was 
trapped on a lifeless asteroid with a limited air supply. Her survival looked bleak.

She weighed her options – a slow death from asphyxiation or a quick and painless death from her 
disruptor pistol. Before she had to make the difficult choice, she found the bleak rocky landscape around her 
gradually disappeared to be replaced by the surroundings of a large white room with hexagonal pattern walls. 

A man wearing strange clothing was hunched over a wide hexagonal mechanical structure that was in 
the centre of the room. It was like nothing Damari had ever seen before. The man said hello and said he was 
passing by and saw her predicament and couldn't leave her to die on the asteroid. Damari thanked him and after 
a long discussion, she learnt that he was an enemy of the Daleks and the saucer that destroyed her fellow pilots 
was the reason he was here. Together they joined forces and were able to drive the neighbouring Dalek forces 
from the Oschetai System saving countless number of lives.

She was officially labelled as being deceased by the Thal Space Guild who posthumously awarded her 
the Silver Star Cluster for bravery. The strange man in his mad box offered to take her to the Thal Space Guild 
but she declined. She had seen enough war and wanted to fly in space like her father so the man took her to 
Rynhom IV where she was able to sign on a space freighter and explore the stars.

Personality:
Motivations/Desires/Goals:

Damari is a courageous woman who has an overwhelming love for flying among the stars. She is 
happiest sitting in the pilot seat of a spacecraft. She has seen her share of death and destruction and is now 
looking to put that behind her. While she wants to celebrate life, she isn't afraid of using her Thal Space Guild 
training to defend herself or others. She still harbours a deep hatred of Daleks.

Manner:

Damari has a quiet, self-confident demeanour. She has no time for braggarts or bullies and will stand up 
to them should she see them abusing others who cannot stand up for themselves. She is sometimes rash in her 
actions, relying on her skill and luck to see her through.

Note: The image of Damari is by the artist, Lunatique-SF, and is from his Deviantart site: http://browse.deviantart.com/art/Galactic-Melee-
Pilot-108239401. The image is used without permission. The Damari PDF © Tim Hartin 2013. Permission is given for personal use.


